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PROGRAM BEHAWOR IN MULTIPROGRAMMED COMPUTERS AND
DIFFUSION APPROXiMATION
Mátyás Arató
One of the most important concept in analysis of computer program behavior is the loca
lI(y property. In operating systems of computers the memory mana~ement problem -~ i.e.,
deciding how to distribute information among the levels and when to more it about — has of
Ürst importance. The virtual memory techniques for memory management are becomin~
widerspread. A virtual memory can be regarded as the main memory of a simulated computer.
Lit is described in terms of the following abstractions: address space, memory space, and an
~Iddress map. The address spece of a job is the set of addresses that can be generated by a
. processor as it executes the job. If the blocks, which are the units of allocation and transfer
flf information, are the same uniform size they are called pages. Most of the results about
L:metnont management are stated aiwasy in terms of paging. A job’s reference string
~ n, ~ . ‚ i~, is defined such that is the number of the page containing address
I ~ 1. The reference string is used as the basis for the models of program behaviour. A re
forence string of pages satisfies the locality property if, during any interval of time, the
program’s pages are referenced nonuniformly, and the page reference densities change slowly
In time.
r~.
One may define the working set of a program to be the smallest subset of its pages that
L must be in main memory at any given time in order to guarentee the program a specified lejvel of processing efficiency. The working set principle of memory management asserts that a
program (or job) may be designated as processable only if its working set is present in main
~mernory. These definitions and practical measuring techniques were proposed by many au
~LI’ors (see e.g. Denning (1968) and Coffman, Denning’s book (1974)).
L Under the assumption of locality it is possible to. demonstrate that the size of a job’sporking set tends to be normally distributed. This is a significant result, for it means that the
of Gaussian processes can be applied to the study of memory management. This result
~i due to Denning and Schwartz (1972) and agrees with the experiments (see Coffman and
~yan (1972)).
When dealing with a large program it is impossible, in practice to predict the references
~Otcrministically, and it has been recognized that one has to resort to probabilistic models ~n
~Jils context. The choice of the correct probabilistic model is far from obvious. Here we wa~t
(a give a~ improved model to understand the stochastic structure underlying the phenomene.
»arc we do not suggest methods for improvements in the decision algorithms (for such pur
we send the reader to Arató [I.], ~2] and Benczúr-Krámli-Pergel).
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: A program’s working set W(t,T) at time t is defined to be the set of distinct pages
referenced in the time interval [t — T + 1,t], i.e. among ~ ~tT~2
The parameter T is called the window size, it can be chosen large enough so that the
probability of a currentlocality page’s, being missing from the working set is small and, small
enough so that the probability of more than one interlocality transition’s being contained in
the window is small.
A program’s reference string n~ ~ we regard as a sequence of random
variables. We assume that ; is a simple Markov chain wit~h stationary transition probabilities.




— ~(k) a-k) ~> 1• .
Further assumptions about reference string are that each page is recurrent, i.e.
2 f.(n)= 1
n~1 ‘
and that ; and r~,, become úncorrelated in the limit (n —~ cc).
The working set size w(t,T) is the number of pages in W(t,T). As




according to the assumptions on i~, it can be proved that w(t,T) is asymptotically normally
distributed as t —± cc and T —. cc~ The proof of this statement depends on the “mixing”
property of homogeneous stochastic processes (see e.g. M. Rosenblatt, J. Rozanov or 1.
Ibragimov- 3. Linnik).
In most applications it is more easy and simpler to deal with the sequence w,, = w(t~ ‚T),
where to < ti< O».< t < t~ < ... and („ — t,~ ~ 1 (large enough). &
In this case we may use the normal approximation for w and heuristically we get
(with Ew= rn,~, w’ = w
. -49-
= + ~ ‘/71< 1,
with independent sequence c,,. The matter is that time can be measured in at least two ways:
either with respect to the flow of instructions, or with respect to new page references. Because
(he first method is more informative when studying overhead caused by page faults, it is adop
ted in most cases. The second method is sufficiently information in almost all other cases, e.g.
for dynamic partitioning strategy (see Coffman and Ryan (1972)).
Relation (2) means that the probability that increases at the next step is inversely
proportional to w,; the process has a tendency to approach the mean that is a function of ii.
When we are using the model (I) we cannot assume that w(I) (T is fixed) is a stationary




and then the approximation that ii is continuous it may be assumed that w,, is statiowiryjhis
Just assumption means that we ar~ taking a rared sequence of w(I,T) and then (as n —* too)
wc are looking the process on a new axis, see Fig. I.
w(tj) I, T
— I I I I • I I I I I I








: The first order autoregressive model was used by Coffman and Ryan,
~ they tested the normal approximation with Monte-Carlo method (simulation). Empirical.
: results also suggested the normal approximation for large “window” sizes, T and larger :
j. For smaller values of theses parameters the distribution is more closed by Poisson
distribution.
When asymptotic uncorrelation assumption is not met for G(t,T) (as t —+ 00) the normal
approximation to w(t,T) may be poore (see e.g. Rodriguez—Rosell (1971)) Pages are assumed to
be of constant size and the entire storega hierachy, main meinoiy and auxiiiary storage, in which
paging takes place is taken to contain of {i ‚2 n~ pages, where ii is the total number of
pages. Let k be the maximum number of pages that can reside in main memory. Under
demand paging, a page that is referenced but is not resident in main memory will be brought in
from auxiliary storage, usually in place of some other page which has to be pushed out, according
to the particular paging algorithm implemented in the oparating system.
A common class of such algorithms is the so-called stack algorithm, which we define in the
following way (see Denning [2]). The set D = (1,2 n) denotes the set of pages of a given
program, so that the members of the refertnce string n~cD. The program has been allocated a
main memory space of in pages m < n and m < it. We call subset S of D such that S
contains in or fewer pages a possible memory state. Let S(A,k,r) denote the memory state
after A(the allocation algorithm) has processed r pages under demand paging in an initially empty
main memory of size k. The A is a stack algorithm if S(A,k — 1 ‚r) is a subset of S(A,k,r).
That is the contents of the (k —~ 1) page memory are always contained in the k-page memory,
so that the memory states are “stacked up” on one another. The most popular algorithm is LRU.
least recently used, because in some Markov models it is optimal. For stack algorithms the perför
mance is crucially dependent on the behavior of the distance string, defined as follows. Suppose•
that at time t page ij~ = ! has been referenced, and that the next reference to page i occurs
at time t ± n~ ± 1; that is, between these two references to page i there have been n~ page
references, but none to page !. Let d1 denote the number of distinct page references among
these v~references. The string (d1 ‚d2, . . . ). is called the disuince string corresponding to the
reference string t~. A page exception will occur each time that d~ = it. If we assume that (bee
Freiberger, Grenander, Sampson 1975) at time t a page i is selected from [1,2 n)
according to the probability distribution p = (p1~».. p) and then subsequent references are
made to this page i a number v. — 1 times, where
P(v’=k)=(1—q,)q~1, k= 1,2,... (0< q’< 1),
then the lenght of the reference string (ne) is not normally distributed. The distribution of the
distence cit under the above conditions, with p. = 1/n and q, = 0, has the following surprisingly
simple form
P(d~=k)=~-, .
which is far from Gaussian distribution.
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Empirical results (see Freiberger, Grenander and Sampson) show that stochastic depen
dence between some pages must exist contradicting of the above assumptions in the analytic
model. The ernpkical autocorrealation coefficient of order one indicates that the time series
oí working set size cannot be a white noise, it can be regarded as a first order autoregressive
series with coefficient p = 0,2 — 0,3.
Spectral tests were used (see Lewis,Shedler 1973)to show the distance strings are correlated.










From the sequence of address traced, the distance string was derived by stack processing
techniques for a page size of 4K (4096) bytes. The data consisted of = 8,802.464





Counts of one step transitions for LRU distances















































From this table 2. one can see that the estimated serial correlation of lag 1, ‚~ ‚ is too
large to be consistent with a true value p1 = O (the asymptotic variance is
(2 ‚ where N is the number of observation). Another outstanding feature is that
the estimated partial serial correlations, a2 2’ are very small, suggesting first-order Markov
dependence of intervals between exceptions. The partial correlatioii of order two is (see
‚ !‘sató. Benczúr, Krámli, Pergel (1976))
: &22 =
In case of first-order Markov dependence ~k = ~k and = O.
At last we give the empirical correlation function of the memory state at the second level
on a CDC 3300 computer, the so-called scratch-pool requirement. The scratch-pool requirements
of jobs depend on time stochastically and the benchmark measurements were executed during
runtirne (see Tőke, Tóth, (1975)). The samples are taken in every minutes for 5 hours. The
empirical correlation function has an e ~‚‚ (t — time) form, which indicates the first order
autoregressive scheme, where after 15-20 minutes the correlation is practically equal to
o (see Fig. 2.).
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Memory capacity c (pages)
‘ 76, 197 512
N 1807 820 517
j~ — estimated serial correlation
coefficient of order 1 for + 0.188 4 0.177 + 0.130
times between page exceptions (0.08)
(N— 1)2 j~ ± 8.01 ±5.11 +3.00
(1 .7)
&22 estimated partial serial
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Összefoglaló
Multi programozású számitógépek program viselkedése és diffuziós közelit&
Arató Mátyás
A dolgozatban a hivatkozási stung sztochasztikus viselkedése alapján vizsgáljuk az ú.n.
munkamezők nagyságának Gauss eloszlással történő közelitését. Empirikus adatok alapján
az időbeli változás egyszerü autoregressziós sémával irható le, amely diszkrét diffúzios folyamat.
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PE3 10 ME
floBe~eHHe nporpalvlM ~ SBM C MHOFOFTPOFP&MHBIM pe)KHMOM
H r~Hc~X~y3HOHHbJe npFIőnHJiceHpuI.
I~1aTrnn APaTO
B CTaTbS P~CCM~TPMB~IOTC~9 BOI1POCBI UPH6JIH)KeHHH C HOPMaJIEHBIM
r
~pjwnpeneJIeHMeM T~K H~3bW~OMbIX pa6o’.wx no’neV~ ~orxia noBe.ueI-rne
reference string ~ aBAReTCJJ cJJyqaVHJblM. Ha ocuoBe 3MUHPM’4eCKHX
.)~&HHbDC MOXHO yTsep)lcna’rb, ~1TO cxe~a as~operpecc~~ nBJIHOTCR xopo—
ISIHM npHőnHxceHHeM flJrn O~IHC~HH5J npoi~ecca paőo~ei’o HOJUJ C ‚UjIcBpeT
IIWM BpeMeHeM.
